


Patented 2-STAGE design provides
precise matching of air/gas flows
at both high and low fire stages
Optimum combustion 100% of
the time

 Heavy Duty 12 gauge
heat exchanger











Factory installed
wave turbulator
CSA International
Design Certified
to ANSI/CGA
Standards

Solaronics
12 Ga.
16 Ga. Others

Burner fully assembled and tested —
ready to hang
Burner controls fully enclosed and
isolated from combustion air
Safe, reliable operation:
• Direct spark electronic
ignition control
• 100% safety shut-off
• Pre/Post purge cycles
• System validation light
Brite aluminum reflectors
(98% reflectivity) rotate from
0° to 30° to direct the
heat where you want it.
Superior reflectional
efficiency of
91.7%
(shape)
directs 33
of 36 infra-red
rays directly
to floor/
work areas.

Options: Stainless Steel Models
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ith the skyrocketing costs
of energy affecting people
of all ages, the students,
teachers and Moffat School
community residents in southeastern Colorado learned a valuable
lesson in energy efficiency.
At an elevation of 7600 ft., the
school sits squarely in a region
known for fierce winds year
round, and sub zero winter
temperatures for weeks at
a time. “It was 50 below
for sixty straight days last
winter,” says Kevin Neese,
the school’s Director of
Maintenance and Facilities,
glad now it’s only a frosty
memory.
The K-12 public school, with
an enrollment of 150 students,
was built in the early 1900s. A
gymnasium addition, constructed
in the 1960s and originally
equipped with warm air blowing
unit heaters, is also used as a
community facility by local theatre

groups, family reunions, and town
and government meetings.
Speaking affectionately about
his long-term association with the
school – Neese and his wife were
students and graduates many years
ago – he recalls his younger days in
the drafty gymnasium. “When we

were in school these old heaters
ran all the time and we still were
cold. Also, the heaters were noisy, a
distraction during events, especially at student concerts, drowning
out the kids’ instruments.”
Neese explains that over time,
the gymnasium’s noisy and underperforming unit heaters were

requiring very high levels of maintenance. “In a small district as this
is, I’m responsible for the upkeep
of the building as well as being the
mechanic for the school buses. I
don’t have the time to service
heaters too, which I’ve continually
had to do with these old units.”
The decision to finally replace
the aged heaters was triggered
when unhealthy CO emission levels were detected
near the gymnasium’s
roof during a routine
inspection.
After contending with
the heaters’ problems for
so long, the school now
had the opportunity to establish its
requirements for a new system.
Top on the list, as expected,
included safe and quiet operation,
little or no periodic maintenance,
and energy efficiency to reduce
fuel costs. Says Neese: “With this
old building and with the poor
ventilation of the building we

In addition to sports, the Moffat School Gymnasium hosts plays, concerts, community events and local government
meetings. The Solaronics heaters are appreciated as much for their silent operation as for the comfort heating and
energy savings they provide.

needed a cost effective system that
would be easy to maintain.”
Durability was also important, he
notes – “kids have hit the old
heaters with basketballs.”
All the requirements were
handily met by the energy-efficient Solaronics gas infra-red
heating system specified and
installed by Vendola Plumbing
and Heating of Alamosa, CO.
One thing that hadn’t changed
though, Neese reveals, was the
errant basketball, necessitating
protective screens for the heaters.
Anthony Garcia, Vendola
Plumbing and Heating’s project
manager, claims the low intensity
Solaronics heaters are the appropriate choice for this building
because they direct the heat right
at the level where people are
enjoying a sports event or other
activity. “Other systems that just
blow air are not suitable for a
gymnasium with 25 ft. ceilings
where you know the warm air
will just rise to the roof, leaving
people cold on the gym floor.”
Mounted above spectator
areas, Solaronics heaters steadfastly maintain their preselected
operating temperature range, quietly and efficiently beaming infrared energy that becomes warm,
radiant heat as it reaches floors
and people below – similar to the

way the sun warms the earth. And
even after the heaters cycle off,
people remain comfortable
because they retain heat longer.
Operating on natural gas and
LP gas (propane), the heaters are

dispersion and have a reflectional
efficiency exceeding 90%. Each
reflector section is constructed of
Brite finish aluminum and can be
precisely rotated to direct the heat
where needed.
Brian McLane of Air
Purification Company, Solaronics’
Colorado and Wyoming representative, points out that the heaters’
combustion systems are typically
built for operation at elevations of
up to about 2000 ft. But the
thinness of the air at the school’s
7600 ft. altitude required larger
air orifices in the heaters to allow
sufficient air intake for proper
combustion. Also, he says that for
the long runs of heater tube
required to cover large areas, up
to 70’ can be utilized, with inputs
rated to 200,000 BTUH.”
“What a difference,” Neese
exclaims. After running a full
Kevin Neese, Director of Maintenance heating season with the new
and Facilities for the Moffat School, Solaronics system, he was able to
compare fuel usage to the previcredits Anthony Garcia, Project
ous years’. “Our energy savings
Manager for Vendola Plumbing and
have been tremendous. With the
Heating for the Solaronics heating
old heaters we were using up to
system specification and installation.
six tankers of propane per year.
This year we only used two.”
CSA International Design
Along with the warm,
Certified to ANSI/CGA
comfortable environment and
Standards. (The Moffat School’s
energy savings, the heaters’ silent
heaters are fueled by propane.)
operation is most appreciated.
Optimal combustion is achieved
“Now during concerts you only
by precisely matching air and gas
hear the sound out of the kids’
ratios for fuel efficiency, resulting
in savings of up to 75% over con- instruments,” Neese says.
Continually exploring and
ventional warm air blowing units,
implementing
new technologies
according to Tom Lester, the comhas
enabled
Solaronics,
the leader
pany’s vice president of sales and
in
gas
infra-red
technology
and
marketing.
“All burners are supplied fully products, to develop important
assembled and tested,” says Lester, new energy saving heating solutions for commercial, industrial,
adding that compact, silent fans
recreational, educational and agriare the only moving parts. The
heaters utilize a patented reflector cultural buildings for which the
design for optimum infra-red
company has received U.S. patents.

